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Social distancing protocols will be in place. You 
must read this document before attending the 
event.   
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The Jersey Cycling Association (the JCA) looks forward to welcoming you to the first 
event of the 2020 road season, a time trial to be held on the traditional 10 mile course 
over the weekend of 4 and 5 July 2020.   
 
It is important that you read the contents of this race programme even if you are familiar 
with the race course.  The race programme contains important information about race 
safety, the standards expected of you and actions that may result in disqualification. By 
entering the event you acknowledge that you have read the race programme in fu ll  and 
agree to be bound by its contents. 
 
Entry 
 
All entries must be made online via Race Nation and details of how to enter will  be 
posted on the JCA Facebook page.   
 
The field size is l imited to 30 riders per day, so if more than 30 riders enter the event will  
be held over the Saturday and Sunday in order to split the field. Priority will be gi ven to 
entries from members of JCA affiliated clubs.  
 
There will  be no entries on the day. 
 
Signing on and race numbers 
 
In l ight of social distancing measures there will be no sign on sheets and numbers will be 
allocated to riders in advance of the race and retained for the remainder of the season.  
 
Numbers will  be distributed by each of the JCA's affil iated clubs directly to their 
members; please watch out for correspondence from your particular club as to when and 
where you can collect your number.   
 
Event HQ, social distancing and spectators 
 
The Event HQ is at the car park forming Les Pres d'Auvergne, circled in red on the ma p 
opposite.    
 
Please do not gather in groups at the Event HQ or start/finish areas either before or after 
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the event; after you finish competing please leave the Event HQ as soon as possible.  You 
must observe social distancing rules at all times (including the requirement to rema in 1  
metre apart from anyone who is not a member of your household); failure to do so could 
jeopardise our ability to run future events.   
 
Please do not arrive at the start line more than 5 minutes before your allot ted start 
time (on which, see "Event itinerary" below).  
 
Please do not ask friends or family to attend the event as spectators, nor should 
competitors spectate anywhere on the race course.  
 
Facilities and toilets  
 
There are no changing facilities at the Event HQ but there are public toilets at Les Laveurs 
car park at the north end of Five Mile Road, about 700 metres from the Event HQ.   
 
Event itinerary 
 
Riders will set off at two minute intervals.  You will be allocated your start time before  
the event and start times will be posted on the JCA Facebook page. I f  you mi ss your 
allocated start time you will be disqualified.  
 
There will  not be a rider briefing for this event, but all riders are expected to be fa mi liar  
with the contents of this race programme.  If the race organiser becomes aware of a ny 
hazards in addition to those noted below (see "Course hazards"), these will be flagged to 
riders before they start. 
 
The course  
 
The race will be held on the traditional 10 mile TT course.  
 
To the right is a link to the course which is downloadable to suitable GPS devices, a  ma p 
of the course and an elevation profile.   
 
The race will  start on Route du Marais (better known as Hydrangea Avenue) at the 
junction with Rue des Nouettes.  The finish line is on Route de l'Etacq just before you get 
to the Event HQ.  If you leave any items at the start l ine you will need to collec t them 

 

 

https://www.plotaroute.com/route/1182246  

https://www.plotaroute.com/route/1182246
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yourself after the event finishes.  
 
Riders must start with one foot on the floor – riders will not be held on the sta rt l ine, a  
cone will not be available and track stands will not be permitted.  The race official acting 
as starter will stand opposite the start line whilst maintaining social distancing.  
 
Course hazards  
 
Whilst horses could be encountered anywhere on the course, there is a stables  near to 
the start l ine so please pay particular attention for horses in the vicinity of the race start.   
 
Take care on the descent down Mont Pinel as it is a fast decent.  I n pa rticular: ( i )  pay 
attention for slowing or stopped traffic that is turning off Mont Pinel into Route de 
l'Etacq; (ii) towards the bottom of the descent, shortly before you reach Five Mile Roa d, 
watch out for traffic pulling out of either Rue des Pres or  Chemin du Moulin onto La  
Route des Laveurs; and (iii) as the road bends left into Five Mile Road at the very bottom 
of the decent at Jersey Pearl, watch out for pedestrians or traffic coming out of the 
Jersey Pearl car park.     
 
There is a dead turn at the south end of Five Mile Road. Whilst this will be ma rshalled, 
take care to check for traffic coming from behind you as you make your turn.  
 
There are several hazards as you go 'round the rock' at 'Etacq.  Firstly, there i s a  r ight 
hand turn across oncoming traffic from Route des Havres into Mont du Vallette (i .e. a s 
you turn right off the l 'Etacq climb).  This junction might not be marshalled, but there is a 
clear line of sight to check for oncoming traffic.  Secondly, the descent down Mont du 
Vallette is narrow so pay close attention for oncoming traffic.  Finally, check for  traffic 
coming from your right as you leave Mont du Vallette to join Route de l'Etacq. 
 
The above is not a definitive list of the hazards on the course. Please allow enough 
time to ride or drive around the course to familiarise yourself with the route and major 
hazards before the race start. 
  
  

Cornering 
 
During time trial events the JCA applies a strict no-cutting-corners policy on 
right-hand turns across traffic.  However, this automatic disqualification rule will 
not be applied at this event because there are unclrear road markings on the 
only right hand turn on the course as you turn into Mont du Vallette at l 'Eta cq.  
You might still be disqualified if a marshal or race organiser  considers you to 
have taken the corner dangerously. 
 
Whilst a similar automatic disqualification rule is not be applied for  l eft hand 
turns, you might stil l  be disqualified if you drift into the opposite lane in a 
manner considered by a marshal or race organiser to be da ngerous; i f  in a ny 
doubt, remain in your lane.  
 
Service 
 
There will  be no neutral service or allocated pit area a vailable a t this event. 
Team or personal service cars or following vehicles are not permitted. I f  you 
suffer a mechanical and cannot return to the Event HQ, please make your wa y 
to the nearest marshal whilst maintaining social distancing.  

Marshals 

Marshals in Jersey are not empowered to stop traffic.  You are racing on open 
roads, and must approach all junctions with that in mind.  Marshals do not 
create road closures or make it safe to ride on the right-hand side of the roa d.  
Marshals are stationed to point out the race route and, where feasible, attempt 
to warn riders of oncoming hazards (or the lack thereof). 
 
Results and prizes 

Results will be published online as soon as practicable after the event. Res ults  
will  not be read out on the day.  There are no prizes on offer for this event. 
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Safety  You are not on closed roads and you will face oncoming traffic.  It is your responsibility to be vigilant and comply with applicable road traffic laws and the Jersey Highway Code.  The 

organiser may disqualify riders who are observed by race officials (including by marshals) to be riding dangerously, such as by using the oncoming lane when it is not safe to do so, crossing 
solid white lines or ignoring give way to oncoming traffic signs.   You are not permitted to descend sitting on the top tube of your bike, and doing so may result in disqualification.   Anyone 
who has not recently done so should familiarise themselves with British Cycling's "Race Smart": https://www.britishcycling.org.uk/racesmart. 

 
Horses Please be considerate of horse riders. Horses may behave unpredictably, in particular if startled by cyclists approaching from behind.  If you encounter horses, please slow down and make 

the horse and rider aware that you are approaching.   
 
Behaviour Rider behaviour is critical to protecting the future of racing in Jersey; Jersey's cycle racing community is regularly subject to scrutiny by Parish officials and local residents.  We all have a part 

to play: please look after each other, be respectful of other road users, pedestrians and local residents, behave responsibly and safely  and comply with social distancing protocols.  Do not 
take unnecessary risks; your actions could have serious consequences. This is, after all, only a hobby.  

 
Litter  Dropping of litter will not in any circumstances be accepted and riders will be disqualified if they are observed dropping gel wrappers or other litter.  If you cannot put an empty gel wrapper 

into a pocket or stuff it down your jersey, do not take the gel in the first place.   
 
Disqualification Bad language will not be tolerated, in particular towards race officials, marshals or members of the public, and any reports of it may result in the rider concerned being disqualified.  You may 

be disqualified for littering, cutting corners, riding dangerously or arriving after your allocated start time (see the headings "Litter", "Cornering", "Safety" and "Event itinerary" above).  You 
may also be disqualified if you fail to comply with instructions given to you be the organisers regarding social distancing protocols.  Repeat offenders may be subject to a permanent or 
temporary ban on entering future events run by the JCA or its affiliated clubs.   

 
Numbers Numbers must always be clearly visible during the race and should be placed on the lower back, ideally slightly towards the left hand side. Where a number cannot be seen, the rider 

concerned may not be placed.  
 
Cars, bikes & equipment  The race organiser will not be responsible for any damage cause to equipment during the event (for example caused by crashes), equipment left at the Event HQ or cars parked at the Event 

HQ. 

 
Insurance  The JCA has public liability insurance in respect of events it organisers, but this insurance does not extend to claims from one competitor against another.  You are strongly encouraged to 

obtain your own insurance, for example through British Cycling.  
 
Governing body  This event is not run under the rules and regulations of British Cycling, Cycling Time Trials or any other governing body other than those of the JCA and as described in this race programme.  

 
Cameras and recording  The JCA may use cameras to record the finish line. The footage will be used to record riders' placings, but it may also be used for promotional purposes (e.g. by being placed on the JCA's 

website or Facebook page, or those of its affiliated clubs).  If you object to footage of you being placed on the internet, please inform us before starting the event.   

 
Contact Please contact the JCA here http://jerseycycling.je/contact/ if you have any questions about the race or this race programme.  In the case of an emergency on the day of the event, please 

contact [ ] on [ ] or [ ] on [ ].  [TO BE ADDED] 
 
Liability To the extent permitted by law, the organiser, members of the JCA and its affiliated clubs helping to organise the event and marshals accept no responsibility or liability for: (i) injury caused 

to, or by, competitors during this event; or (ii) damage caused to equipment during the event, equipment left at the Event HQ or cars parked at the Event HQ.  Competitors are responsible 
for their own safety and that of other competitors, road users and pedestrians.  As noted above (see "Marshals") the marshals are there to point out the course route, and are not 

empowered to stop traffic, nor are they under any obligation whatsoever to warn you of oncoming hazards notwithstanding that they may attempt to do so.   
 
Covid-19 officer The JCA's Covid-19 officer is [ ]. [TO BE ADDED] 

 

https://www.britishcycling.org.uk/racesmart
http://jerseycycling.je/contact/

